Your business uses the Internet for many critical operations – electronic commerce, e-mail, remote access, productivity and much more. With AT&T Dedicated Internet, you get high speed, dedicated Internet access with the features you need to stay connected to your customers, business partners and employees. AT&T Dedicated Internet is no ordinary Internet connection. You get reliability you can count on with associated service level agreements, optimal performance, scalability and business security features from one of the world’s leading service providers.

**Benefits:**
- Your connection to the Internet is dedicated, not shared with other businesses, and provides a symmetrical connection (equal upload and download speeds) to support critical business applications.
- Reliability you can count on backed by industry-leading Service Level Agreements that provide service availability of 100%, data delivery of 99.95%, and US network round-trip latency of 37ms.
- 24x7x365 technical support and proactive monitoring assure continuous end-to-end availability of your dedicated Internet access connection.

**Features:**
- Equipment options: AT&T provided and managed equipment (router, modem) or customer provided.
- Extensive reach in the United States including Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands.
- E-servicing – BusinessCenter® portal, access to customer care website, e-bill, e-maintenance, usage reporting and e-servicing tools.
- Makes deploying security applications easier by ordering with your dedicated internet service.
- IPv6 enabled.
High-speed Internet access and options that fit your business

AT&T Dedicated Internet provides a dedicated symmetrical Internet connection, with extensive reach throughout the United States (including Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands) for your business, 24 hours a day. You can select our completely AT&T Managed Solution or choose to manage components of your Internet access solution yourself by providing your own equipment. Either way, we proactively monitor your Internet access around the clock and provide enhanced features to help protect your critical business applications.

End-to-end management as you need it

More than just an Internet connection, AT&T Dedicated Internet is your complete solution: offering symmetric access, guaranteed provisioning and around the clock technical support. You will experience the quality and performance you need to conduct business over the Internet with confidence.

Features and options include:

- **Speeds**: 1.5 Mbps – 1 Tbps*
- **Access types**: Ethernet and private line
- **Standard features include**: network monitoring and maintenance, primary and secondary IP addresses, packet filtering, flexible billing arrangements, electronic servicing capabilities
- **Options**: AT&T provided and managed router, SDN (software defined networking) enabled capability to reduce provisioning time, VoIP, class of service, security solutions, managed redundancy, hosting, co-location and cloud services

For more information contact an AT&T Representative or visit [www.business.att.com/products/dedicated-internet/#/](http://www.business.att.com/products/dedicated-internet/#/).

* Uses bonded 100G ports
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